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About Us
Conner is the founder and creative director of Bento Media, a forward thinking and energetic artist with a passion for videography,
photography, music and design. Striving to push the boundaries
of all digital media, he has the experience and creative mindset to
turn any idea, vision or moment into an amazing memory that will
truely last a lifetime.
Specialising in video, Conner is inspired to capture all the precious
moments of your wedding day. He believes in telling a story of family, friends and two partners coming together as one, crafting a cinematic experience with stong video and moving music and sound.

Conner Rennie
Videographer

Chay is the photographer of Bento Media, an easy-going artist who
deeply values the bond of marriage and the responsibility of capturing it. With vivid, crisp imagery that exudes naturalness, Chay is
able to use his personality to set a calm atmosphere perfect for documenting what is authentic and real.
It’s an effortless process that results in photographs that cover every
moment, big and small. Additionally, every shot is full of color and
light, bringing the environment and landscape to life and taking the
viewer right back to the memory.

Chay McLarren
Photographer
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“We had the pleasure of using Bento Media for our wedding video in March 2017. Conner was fantastic all day, totally unobtrusive, yet captured all the precious moments wonderfully. He worked
great with our photographer and the finished product exceeded all our expectations, and his personal touch with the music really made it special. I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend Bento media
for any videography needs!”
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Video Packages
SILVER PACKAGE
This is our entry level package perfect
for couples that want to capture their
special day without breaking the
bank. The package includes complete
footage of your Ceremony, speeches
along with a short highlight video of
the entire day.

$2400 + GST
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GOLD PACKAGE
This is our most popular video
package and includes everything
from the Silver Package and more.
Our videographer will capture the
special moments of your entire day,
starting with the bridal party getting
ready, all the way through to the final
hoorah on the dance floor.

$3000 + GST

PLATINUM PACKAGE
The platinum package is designed
for couples who want their Wedding
video to capture that little bit extra.
This includes everything from our
Gold Package plus you can choose
between a second videographer on
your Wedding day, or to have one of
our team capture special memories
seperate from the big day.

$3500 + GST
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Photo Packages
SILVER PACKAGE

GOLD PACKAGE

PLATINUM PACKAGE

This is our entry level package for
those that are after just the key
coverage. Coverage for approximately
6 hours from the bride getting ready
until the first half hour of your
reception. Approximately 400 edited
images in a mixture of colour and
monochrome in high resolution ready
for printing plus an online gallery for
you to share around with your friends
and family.

This is our most popular photo
package and is a great fit for most
weddings. Coverage for 9 hours from
the bride getting ready until end of
the speeches. Approximately 600
edited images in a mixture of colour
and monochrome in high resolution
ready for printing plus an online
gallery for you to share around with
your friends and family.

Our platinum photo package is for
couples who are after complete
coverage of there day. Coverage for
12 hours from the bride getting ready
until the first part of the dancing.
Approximately 800 edited images in
a mixture of colour and monochrome
in high resolution ready for printing
plus avn online gallery for you to
share around with your friends and
family.

$2400 + GST

$3000 + GST

$3500 + GST

40 page printed album available $1500
with a 25% discount when ordering with
initial booking. Extra pages can be added
for $50 per extra page.
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Photo Booth

Try our ‘Open Air Photobooth’ as we like to call it ‘The Snapstand.’ Easy to use and fun for guests of all ages!
Snapstand is a fun & interactive addition to any wedding. It is a great way for your guests to spend their afternoon while you are
off taking your bridal party photos. The Snapstand is also a great way for guests to take memorable photos during and after the
formailities are done! We have digital & printing options available with a huge selection of props too!
The Digital Snapstand $350 + gst

The Printing Snapstand $750 + gst

The digital Snapstand gets you unlimited digital photos, a
custom border for your event and a staff member on site
for upto 5 hours!

The printing Snapstand gets you unlimited photos, a
custom digital & printing border for your event, and a staff
member on site for upto 4 hours!

Basic Props Pack $20 + gst

Custom Props Pack $50 + gst

A basic selection of our photo booth props pack to make
your photo experience even more exciting!

A custom selection of our props to make your experience
even more exciting. With this add-on we will create a props
pack to any theme of your choosing!

Photo Backdrop - $50 + gst

Custom Photo Backdrop from $400 + gst

A basic backdrop for your photo booth to match a colour
of your choice!

A custom backdrop designed by our favourite Queen of
theme - Becks from Envy Events.
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